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A few months ago Melissa Joan Hart released a memoir that may have overshadowed the cherished memories of Clarissa explaining it all and Sabrina the Teenage Witch to many nostalgic fans. It's hard to watch Sabrina practice using magic or arguing with Salem when you know she may have actually
been in ecstasy at the time. But someone else from Sabrina stayed pretty clean in our minds: Harvey, Sabrina's boyfriend from season one to four and (11-year-old spoiler alert) her endgame second half. So what happened to Harvey, Sabrina's only boyfriend, who won not only Sabrina's heart, but the
hearts of all the fans watching at home? Here's a hint: this is the last place you'll ever expect to find Harvey Kinkle.A cute goofy jock, Harvey was the stuff of teen dreams were made, but now the man who played it, Nate Richert, is probably more crush-worthy for girls who prefer their guys with a little more
edge. Richert did a bit of acting in the years after Sabrina, which ended in 2003, but has since been focused more on his music career. That's right, I said music career. But first, let's look at a few of Richert's roles, not sabrina. While Sabrina was still on the air, Richert acted as a guest on several television
shows, including The Tony Danza Show, Fantasy Island and Touched By An Angel. He also starred in the films Beautiful and Amazing and Island of demons, as well as in the short film You're a serial killer? Immediately after Sabrina, Richert starred in 2004's Box 1.0, along with Boy Meet World's Daniel
Fishel in what was supposed to be the best 90s pairing of all time. Do yourself a favour and watch the really phenomenal trailer below. That same year, Richert appeared with Once Upon a Time Jennifer Morrison in the Ultimate Hand of God, before finally starring in the 2006 short film H-E-N-R-Y, his last
film role. Since then, it seems that Richert has really been focused on his music. In 2004, he released an album with C. Duck Anderson called Tone Control, and then in 2012 Broken Bottles. His first solo album, mostly composed of bluegrass music, is called Halogen Moon and was released the same
year. Here's a picture of Richert from all this time. Not exactly the floppy-haired, cartilage-punctured guy we're used to, right? It may be a little reassuring to look at Richert's now Twitter photo, which is more reminiscent of the Harvey we all love. Despite his music career, Richert has kept a fairly low
profile. Even Sabrina herself wasn't sure if it was harvey on Twitter until March 2013, when she tweeted to him to make sure. But Richert is able to laugh at his disappearance from the public eye, as in a recent tweet. If ever wants to be on real television again, I'm sure there are a lot of girls who would like
to see him again, as long as he slips back into some 90s high school fashion first. Picture: ABC, Nate Nate NateRichert/Twitter, spoilers ahead for Cooling The Adventures of Sabrina Season 1. This isn't your childhood Sabrina the Teenage Witch. Netflix's take on Sabrina Spellman is clearly darker and

ominous. At times it even seems that the witches at Sabrina's Cooling Adventures are evil - they promised their souls to the devil and all that. But like most things, whether good or bad doesn't have a black-and-white answer. The best way this can be summed up by Grandma Rosa in Episode 10. When
Ros worries about what it means to be a witch to her friend Sabrina, her grandmother says that she knows in her heart whether Sabrina is good or bad; just being a witch doesn't make you evil. Sure, Sabrina may have more morality and empathy because of her semi-deadly side, but it seems that witches
are just as evil or good as normal people. That is, it depends on the person, not on whether the person is mortal or witch. At first glance, yes, all witches are evil by evangelical standards because they worship Satan and have signed their souls to the devil. They say things like wicked sh-t instead of a holy
piece or for Satan's sake, not for God's sake. They wear black, are not afraid of death, but sacrifice and eat the witch once a year. But even within the coven - which requires some pretty nasty things from time to time - some witches are better than others. Hilda's aunt and zelda love Sabrina so much that
they have repeatedly risked their reputation to protect her. Sabrina knows correctly from the wrong and will stop at nothing to help her mortal friends - even when witches mock her for it. Nick also helped Sabrina save Harvey for no other reason, except that she asked him to. Even the Strange Sisters
showed compassion for each other, if not for anyone else. But just as they have demonstrated human qualities such as forgiveness and love, witches can have their evil moments too. They have a lot of power at hand, and their Dark Lord couldn't care less for what they do with mortals - or even with each
other. The harrowing (akin to hazing) of academy students led to the death of witches, and many others were seriously traumatized. Dorcas and Agatha deliberately caused an accident in the mining industry, which resulted in the death of many people. zelda kills her sister whenever she is annoyed by her
(but resurrects her later). And the high priest is about as shady as they come. But while witches certainly don't have the same moral compass as mortals, people are just as capable of doing wrong. It can be argued that witches would not have hated mortals so much if they had not been hunted. Harvey
Kinkle's family comes from witch hunters, and his father and grandfather are basically the definition of garbage people. The human school principal is also full of creep, like most teenagers in Sabrina School. As with humans, it seems witches can determine what kind of people they want to be. Do they
want to fight back against the more malevoln ways of the Night Church, such as Sabrina and her father? Do they want to play blindly? Do they want to actively harm others? It's a choice they have to make. So, the devil worship aside, not all witches are evil - just like not all evil witches. Spoilers forward for
the cooling of Sabrina's Adventures Season 1. As Netflix viewers quickly discover, Sabrina Spellman is far from the only magical creature in Greendale - and not just because she's surrounded by witches and sorcerers. Her mortal friend, Rosalind Walker, has the power to chill Sabrina's adventures too.
Her Nana Ruth calls this ability a cunning, mental foreboding passed down from generation to generation of Walker's women. Unfortunately, this gift comes at the price of Ros's view. As she shows in Episode 3, Ros suffers from myopia, or degenerative myopia. Her diagnosis means she will lose her sight
completely within three months. Ros fears that she will go blind because of a lack of faith (the idea that her reverend father and demon version of Uncle Susie Jesse fuel), but initially it seems that Rose's blindness is caused by Ms. Wardwell. Well, not the real Miss Wardwell, but the evil Madame Satan
who took possession of her. However, it all began long before Madame Satan came Greendale.As - explains Nana Ruth in Episode 7, Rosa's powers are part of her family history. Generations ago, our relatives accused a woman of being a witch. Other witches in Greendale, they cursed us Walker
women with blindness, she explains. I don't know if being damned gave us a ruse or he just brought out what was already there. But I know you're going to lose your sight. But with cunning, you will be able to see what others can't. And it will save your life. Up to this point, Ros had no idea that her best
friend was a witch and that the whole city was filled with magic. But as Rosa's powers take effect, her eyes (ironically) begin to open to what has long surrounded her. During the funeral of Harvey's brother Tommy in Episode 8, Rose has her first hunch. When she picks up Tommy's hat, her mind
transports her to the mines, where she sees Agatha and Dorcas with a poppet. Ros doesn't understand this vision, but Sabrina can understand that this means that two-thirds of the strange sisters were responsible for the mine incident that nearly killed Harvey and left Tommy dead. After all, Rosa's
cunning also makes her realize that Sabrina is a witch. Since Chilling Adventures has already been the green light for Season 2, we can assume Rosa's credentials will only grow from here. What remains to be seen, however, is if she also loses her sight in the process. The Spellmans were not
responsibility for the Walkers curse, but perhaps Sabrina can find a way to save Ros's vision. On the other hand, the cunning may put her at odds with Sabrina, given that it is because of witches that she must face these circumstances in the first place. Either way maybe her powers have already got her
out of a few sticky situations, and they'll certainly get her away when Sabrina's Cooling Adventures returns - especially with all that evil lurking nearby. Take a trip down memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF Warning: This post contains minor spoilers for the chilling Adventures of
Sabrina.Confession Time: I'm not a witch. Not a teenager either! But from the day I first saw Melissa Joan Hart, I've been in love with Sabrina the Teenage Witch. In the first iteration of the popular television show, Sabrina was a funny, relatable teenager who spoke to a cat and a cute, trusting friend. But
now Sabrina returns to the small screen in Sabrina's Chilling Adventures, a darker, more sombre take on the 90s sitcom. While both are spooky big, they have their differences. Before watching the first episode of CAOS (premiere October 26), check out all the changes you can expect1. It's in another
television network. Back in the old days (well, 1996), when Sabrina the Teenage Witch first premiered, the world has yet to learn about streaming services. Instead, the show was on the regular OL' television network: first ABC and then WB. By contrast, CAOS will headline directly on Netflix a la its
colleague Riverdale. This content is imported from Twitter. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. If it was no longer obvious, the shows have different names. The new show Chilling Adventures of Sabrina got its name from the
original comic book series. The series was published by Archie Horror, an imprint of Archie Comics, and told the story of a teenage witch named Sabrina in the 1960s. 3. There's a new cast and new characters. It's hard to imagine anyone else playing Sabrina, Aunt zelda, Aunt Hilda and Harvey Kinkle,
but the new show means a new cast. While Melissa Joan Hart played the original Sabrina, Kiernan Shipka will play the titular role in the remake. Miranda Otto will play Aunt zelda, not Beth Broderick, and Lucy Davis will play Aunt Hilda, not Caroline Ray. And Ross Lynch to take on the role of mortal
heartthrob Harvey Kinkle, the role Nate Richert once played. There will also be several new characters introduced, including Sabrina Ambrose's cousin, played by Chance Perdomo.4. Salem is a real cat. Salem, who previously appeared on television as a talking, sarcastic cat, gets a makeover. While the
90s Salem was a puppet, the new Salem is kitten's breath (just look at him him red carpet here). And although in the original series Salem was a witch sentenced to live as a cat, the new series explains that Salem is Sabrina's acquaintance, aka goblin, which takes the form of an animal to serve witches.
This content is imported from Twitter. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. CAOS will be much more like comics and its counterpart Riverdale than its more innocent TV predecessor. Instead of the light-hearted sitcom jokes of the
90s, get ready for a lot of blood, scares, and creepy creatures. 6. Sabrina understands her witchcraft better. If you remember pilot Sabrina the Teenage Witch, you may remember that Sabrina has no idea that she is a witch until her 16th birthday, and at first, she doesn't even believe it's real. In the new
show, Sabrina always knows that she is half-witch (and already knows how to use her powers) and that she is expected to sign herself to the Dark Lord on her 16th birthday.7 It's set in a new location. Sabrina the Teenage Witch took place in the fictional Boston suburb of Westbridge, Massachusetts, but
CAOS takes place in Greendale. Greendale is actually near the fictional town of Riverdale, so just think of Sabrina and Jughead as neighbors. Opening credits are completely different. A small but interesting detail: The opening credits of Sabrina the Teenage Witch featured real-life characters, including
several, iconic Sabrina outfit changes. However, the new succession of credits opening CAOS is illustrated and much more spooky. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Oh, dear Harvey.
Who doesn't love an ignorant mortal? In the original show, Harvey and Sabrina were friends who later became friends and girlfriends, but in CAOS, Harvey and Sabrina meet and smooching from the beginning. Cute!10. Sabrina does not start from scratch socially. In saber-rattling episode sabrina the
Teenage Witch, Sabrina starts at a new school and we see her make friends and get bullied by popular girls. But in the new, more modern Sabrina, the teenage witch already has a solid, diverse squad. She is also clearly the leader of the group, standing up for her friends when they are bullied.11
Sabrina's parents now have a tragic backstory. In the first episode of CAOS we learn that Sabrina's parents died in an accident, which is a sharp turn from Sabrina the Teenage Witch, where Sabrina's parents were alive but only far away: her father is said to have been in a different area while her mother
was in Peru. Sabrina's policy is now very much 2018.This difference is a big improvement. Netflix's Sabrina is a full-fledged feminist. It starts The Cross Cultural and Creative Association (WICCA) at her high school to mobilize women and protect their girlfriends. And she's not sure she wants Satan to be
responsible for her. In the first episode, she says, I have reservations about saving myself for the Dark Lord. Why does he decide what I do or not do with my body? Instead, she throws charm to see who the acquaintance wants to be with her.13 What does Harvey know this time? Harvey takes several
seasons to find out that Sabrina is a witch from the 90s series, but in the very first episode of CAOS Sabrina tells Harvey about her magical powers. Of course, she immediately puts a spell on him that makes him forget, but still! Watch Sabrina's Cooling Adventures on Netflix and Sabrina: The Teenage
Witch on Hulu. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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